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Digital disruption is now the new normal. One industry has served as a precursor to change through 
its technology, shifting consumer behavior, and immersive experiences. We’re speaking of the 
gaming industry.

This eBook, a collaboration between Epsilon and tripleclix, outlines a powerful new Growth Engine for 
brand marketers. It provides insight into the rapidly evolving world of eSports, applications for brand 
marketers, and our proprietary eSports segments that marketers can use to identify sponsorship and 
messaging opportunities.

Being avid gamers for most of our lives, we made it a point to stay closely connected to the industry. A 
primary focus of ours is on creating and enabling user-centric digital experiences as an extension of the 
gaming experience.

Now, we both have children who have aspirations of becoming professional gamers, maybe one day on the 
same team. We call it “athletics of the mind,” a massive shift in how Millennials and Gen Zs consume 
content. Game streams have become must-see entertainment for them, their sports icons lift controllers 
instead of athletic equipment, and they feel empowered to compete and create.

The gaming industry is a $100+ billion dollar business. Innovations previously only seen on personal 
computers are now making competitive gaming more accessible than ever on consoles. eSports provides a 
new, rapidly scaling opportunity for brands. Now is the time to capitalize and connect with a vibrant and 
highly sought after demographic.

It is an incredibly exciting time to be in the video game industry. Audiences are growing, competition dollars 
continue to rise, and there are new opportunities to create compelling experiences across a number of 
highly engaging properties. The audience for competitive gaming, saturated in Millennials & Gen Zs, 
represents the platinum standard of engagement.

Chris Erb Tom Edwards
Founder Chief Digital Officer, Agency
tripleclix Epsilon
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eSPORTS IS THE MOST MAINSTREAM, 
MILLENNIAL & ACCESSIBLE SPORT

eSports is bigger than just organized competitive video gaming. It's the result of a larger movement of 
empowered digital native Millennial & Gen Z consumers who want to connect, share and compete in 
new ways that traditional sports like football and basketball can't provide. This new sports mindset may 
be behind the decline in live traditional sports viewership. For instance, 76% of eSports fans say playing 
and watching eSports is taking away from hours spent watching sports. Even the NFL, the only sport to 
buck the negative trend, experienced double digit declines in viewership for the first time this past 
season. In fact, both sports leagues and high-profile players are now taking notice of eSports and getting 
in on the action. For instance, the NBA recently announced they’re partnering with Take-Two Interactive 
(Owner of 2K and Rockstar games) to create an entire eSports league around the NBA 2K video game! 

Given the speed at which eSports’ popularity is growing, brands need to rethink how they connect with 
fans now. By 2019 viewership among enthusiasts (watch 1+ time a month) is expected to grow from 90M 
to 180M viewers (+11.5% category growth). Revenue is expected to grow from $194M in 2014 to 
$1072M. This means moving beyond traditional tactics like sponsoring events, teams and players to 
developing the right data-driven ecosystem that taps into the strengths of eSports being an Omni-
channel (digital and physical) platform. 
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VIEWERSHIP FOR eSPORTS VS. OTHER SPORTS

Audiences for Select Events (Millions)



OUR PROPRIETARY APPROACH                     
TURNS ADVANTAGE INTO GROWTH

Using Epsilon Proprietary data assets, Epsilon partnered with tripleclix to dig into Millennials’ & Gen Z’s unique 
relationships with eSports and find opportunity for brands. Our data shows that in addition to eSports being more 
entertaining to watch than traditional sports, participants feel closer to their competitors. In other words, even with 
its inherent competition, eSports engenders a greater sense of belonging than traditional sports. Diehard fans loyal 
to one team feel greater solidarity towards fans of other eSports teams than in football or basketball.

This is a community that is growing by leaps & bounds. It rewards brands that open themselves up to the genuine 
experience – most famously Red Bull. They built a strategy that included all three original pillars: ownership, 
sponsorship and hosting, leveraging all three for maximum engagement and allowed Red Bull to beat its 
competitors to that market. We’re here to help you find and leverage your unique advantage.
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It's fun/amusing to watch

I can watch it wherever I am (technology 
makes it more accessible)

I've always loved gaming; eSports brings it to 
a whole other level

It makes gaming a more social experience

To learn strategies to become a better gamer

It's more engaging/entertaining than watching 
regular sports

I like having it on in the background while I do 
work or other activities

It's easier for regular person to become a 
super "athlete" (gamer)

My friends are really into it

TO WHAT DEGREE ARE EACH OF THE FOLLOWING 
REASONS WHY YOU WATCH eSPORTS

Yes Sort of No

SOURCE: Epsilon 2017 proprietary eSports research, including eSports segmentation study, machine learning study, multi-brand affinity study & online tracking survey.



FIVE USE CASES WE’VE IDENTIFIED 
IN eSPORTS MARKETING

With the power of data, tools and good creative, we can maximize the return brands will receive from 
traditional sports sponsorship approaches and introduce new marketing opportunities for brands to 
leverage eSports as a platform to connect with Millennial & Gen Z consumers.  

eSports’ combination of social entertainment and its unified community of advocates delivers brands a 
powerful opportunity to connect with them in richer, more meaningful ways. We have identified five core 
use cases for brands interested in leveraging eSports to support their larger Millennial & 
Gen Z strategies:

Here’s how Epsilon’s data approach and tripleclix’s industry expertise can help your brand 
leverage eSports:
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Application 1: Identify Team and Individual Sponsorship 

How: Match brand-specific audience profiles with highly engaged eSports audiences 
and map back to teams and individual players

Value: Leverage teams and high-profile individual players 
to drive top of the funnel activity 

Application 2: Identify Event Sponsorship and Hosting 

How: Match brand-specific audiences with highly engaged eSports audiences. 
Pinpoint potential targets on local level to drive foot traffic to events.

Value: Increases awareness and affinity with local prospects and 
drives revenue from merchandise 

Application 3: Audience Creation + Driving Brand Affinity in Online Gaming 
Communities i.e. Twitch, YouTube
How: Identify, segment and match online audience segments to brands. 

Value: Increase top of funnel activity for brand while driving lower funnel activity via 
matching audiences to relevant teams and content 

Application 4: Drive Conversion 
How: Leverage Epsilon TotalSource Plus + Conversant targeting capabilities with 
eSports Audience segmentation to target new customers online or at events

Value: Increased sales 

Application 5: Drive into Loyalty Programs 

How: Segment and re-target eSports customers and drive them into loyalty program 

Value: Increase loyalty with Millennial & Gen Z consumers



WHEN WE SAY DATA-DRIVEN, 
WE MEAN IT

Our approach leverages both machine learning and our proprietary data assets to identify specific eSports 
audience segments, personality drivers, and affinities to identify targeting and partnership opportunities.
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The largest single-sourced custom survey on the 
market. Hear straight from tens of millions of 

consumers in the U.S. and Canada through self-
reported data about their product preferences and 

purchase behaviors.

Shopper’s VoiceTM

HOUSEHOLDS

20 M
POINTS OF DATA

1,000

More consumer transaction coverage than any 
other data or marketing partner: over 800 

companies across 62 categories,  2 years of 
transactions, amount spent & frequency of spend 
(monthly, quarterly, annual), favorite brands, level 
of brand loyalty, actionable at the individual level

MarketViewTM

U.S. CONSUMERS

200 M
U.S. H.H. 

CONSUMERS

80%

Leveraging unstructured data like comments, blog 
posts & reviews to build a bottom-up view of 

consumer perceptions, wants and needs, which 
reveals marketing opportunities plus white space, 

competitive advantages and more. 

Machine Learning

CATEGORY SKUS*

40K
POINTS OF DATA*

600k

Reach consumers through anonymized 
transactional data (both online and off) of more 

than 4,000 retailers.

ConversantTM

REAL CONSUMERS 
YOU CAN REACH

160M+
DIMENSIONS PER 

PROFILE

7,000+

AV. INCREMENTAL 
RETURN ON AD SPEND

10X
CROSS-DEVICE 

ACCURACY

96%

*For one small study – our machines have learned as 
many as 12M data points for a single study.



EPSILON AND TRIPLECLIX
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CUSTOM eSPORTS SEGMENTATION

Using Epsilon’s proprietary data & tools, Epsilon and tripleclix built fan portraits 
of specific game genres, including Multiplayer Online Battle Arenas, Fighting,                     

First-Person Shooters, Racing, Sports and Real-Time Strategy.

To get to the segments, we leveraged machine learning to tie proprietary 
structured data & custom survey data to unstructured data, including online 

posts, comments & reviews. Among other models, we applied the OCEAN (aka 
the “Big Five”) personality traits to get to some unexpected places – the kinds of 

insight territories where brands can start to make more data-driven decisions 
about where & how to engage with eSports fans.

It’s important to understand that we can segment fans in lots of ways                
based on your brands’ objectives and needs - by behavior, interest and 
attitudes, etc. We then can activate that data by identifying influencers, 

leveraging content creation, crafting messaging and aligning sponsorship 
opportunities at the game, team & player levels, not to mention venues, 

locations & beyond. 



CUSTOM eSPORTS SEGMENTS 
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Here are quick excerpts from our portraits of fans of Multiplayer Online Battle Arenas, 
Fighting, First-Person Shooters, Racing, Sports and Real-Time Strategy games.

FIGHTING GAME

Gen Z , Gen X, Boomers 
80% Male 

InterestsPersonalityDemographics

Assertive & Creative
Excitement-Seeking
Confident

Automobile, Hobbyist, 
Law, Motorsports, MMA 

FIRST-PERSON SHOOTERS

Gen Z, Boomers 
76% Male 

InterestsPersonalityDemographics

Gregarious & Creative
Moderately Assertive 
Excitement-Seeking 

Entertainment, Movies & 
Television, Theater, Sports 

RACING GAME

Gen Z , Gen X
50% Male, 50% Female

InterestsPersonalityDemographics

Highly Conscientious
Self-Disciplined & Dutiful
Trusting, Moral & Altruistic 

Travel, History & Hobbies 
Social Science & Humanities 

SPORTS (FIFA)

Gen Z , Gen X, Gen Y 
85% Male 

InterestsPersonalityDemographics

Assertive & Self-Disciplined 
Gregarious & Friendly
High Self-Efficacy

Entertainment, Movies & 
Television, Theater, Sports 

REAL-TIME STRATEGY

Gen Z , Gen X, Gen Y 
72% Male 

InterestsPersonalityDemographics

Confident & Gregarious
Modest & High Self-Efficacy
Assertive

Investing, Entertainment, 
Literature, Hobbies, Writing, 
Sports & Technology 

MULTIPLAYER ONLINE BATTLE ARENAS (MOBA)

Gen Y, Gen Z, Gen X
75% Male 

InterestsPersonality

Assertive 
Excitement-Seeking
Upbeat & Confident 

Law, Entertainment, 
Business, Lifestyle, Sports

Demographics

SOURCE: Epsilon 2017 proprietary eSports research, including eSports segmentation study, machine learning study, multi-brand affinity study & online tracking survey.



FANS OF FIRST-PERSON SHOOTERS
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Sweet Leaf Tomr’s Blue Sky Eternal Artesian Gold Peak

6.54 6.48 6.45 6.32 6.3
Rocky

Mountain High True Lemon Peace Tea Bigelow Green Mountain

6.29 6.29 6.26 6.25 6.25

Gen Z  
Boomers

InterestsPersonality
Gregarious & Creative
Moderately Assertive 
Excitement-Seeking 

Theater
Sports

Demographics

76% Male Entertainment, 
Movies & 
Television 

everytime I see #MasterChef trending, I always read it as 
'#MasterChief' and think some Halo event is going down.

_Mr. Iker @mister_iker Jul 21More My path to git gud at @Quake 
Champions has started. Getting my hands on the Quad Damage is 
definitely helping. So satisfying! #QuakeFrags

It’s important to understand fans’ most profound personality traits, especially when you’re looking to find 
that perfect intersection of game, team, tournament and other partners for your brand. Our Artificial 
Intelligence brand affinity tools will help you organize your involvement with eSports across the full 
spectrum of marketing activity.

Between the smart and brilliant game development and marketing, First-Person Shooters (FPS) games 
have some of the most engaged fans. Epsilon and tripleclix keep pace with them all the way from 
targeting, to segmentation, through audience creation to activation.

SOURCE: Epsilon 2017 proprietary eSports research, including eSports segmentation study, machine learning study, multi-brand affinity study & online tracking survey.



CENTAURTM GROWTH ENGINE: 
PERFORMANCE AT THE APPLICATION LEVEL
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& Inform 
Experience

Invitation

API

Actions

New Data

DATA

New Fans
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THANK YOU

agency.epsilon.com

tripleclix.com


